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Ocius Technology is building sun-, wind- and wave-powered persistent Unmanned Surface Vessels(USVs) 
called “Bluebottles”, named after the Australian marine animals which use their bodies to sail. These USVs 
are autonomous robots which use the energy of the ocean. They can navigate around the seas and cover vast 
areas, conducting long-duration autonomous maritime surveillance missions at low cost with no one in 
harm’s way. They are connected and intelligent platforms which can carry a customer’s payloads and 
sensors for varying missions, including anti-submarine warfare, monitoring maritime boundaries, mine 
countermeasures and inspecting the seabed. 
 
The design has features which give Australia’s Bluebottle advantages over its USV competitors in respect of 
power, payload, performance, winch in the keel, and the ability to launch from a boat ramp. This is the 
result of years of building hybrid electric ferries, scale-model tank testing and prototype sea trials. The 
design is protected by six patent families and two registered designs in the USA.  
 
In 2015, Ocius was selected by the Australian Department of Defence and Thales as having the most-
capable USV to use in a capability technology demonstrator trial for towing a ‘thin line’ array. This trial was 
complete by September 2017 and all Ocius milestones and KPIs are being achieved or exceeded ahead of 
schedule. Ocius was selected because its USV has a meaningful speed of advance in all sea conditions, can 
carry a 200 kg customer payload at 5–6 kn and power that array with a continuous 50 W average with 8 h 
sun, and peak load bursts of up to 5 kW. 
 
Ocius is working with UNSW on ‘fleet’ control using disseminated intelligence and machine learning to 
have a group of Bluebottle USVs working together in a network, and will be competing in the international 
Autonomous Warrior war games in Jervis Bay in November this year. 
 
This presentation will give an overview of the development of the Bluebottles, and outline their capabilities. 


